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Abstract. In this paper we focus on the organisation of web contents,
which allows eﬃcient browsing, searching and discovery. We propose
a method that dynamically creates such a structure called Topological
Tree. The tree is generated using an algorithm called Automated Topological Tree Organiser, which uses a set of hierarchically organised selforganising growing chains. Each chain fully adapts to a speciﬁc topic,
where its number of subtopics is determined using entropy-based validation and cluster tendency schemes. The Topological Tree adapts to the
natural underlying structure at each level in the hierarchy. The topology
in the chains also relates close topics together, thus can be exploited
to reduce the time needed for search and navigation. This method can
be used to generate a web portal or directory where browsing and user
comprehension are improved.

1

Introduction

With the increasing demand to improve knowledge transfer, competitiveness
and eﬃciency more information technology services and consultancies are offering enterprise portals, data mining and business intelligence solutions. These
technologies are related to content and knowledge management, which are particulary valuable with the drastic and increasing amount of content available on
the Internet and corporate Intranets. This may contain valuable employee best
practices, knowledge and experiences, which are signiﬁcant assets to a company
especially with increased mobility of employees. There is a demand for eﬃcient
searching, exploring and knowledge discovery. The main underlying technologies
used for textual content are text mining (e.g. [6]), document classification (e.g.
[13]) and document clustering (e.g. [11]). Document clustering does not rely on
human labelling, thus can provide an objective, automated hierarchy of topics
for organisation, searching and browsing purposes. This is the focus of the paper.
Agglomerative [11] or divisive hierarchical methods (e.g. [14]) are commonly
used document clustering algorithms that both typically generate a dendrogram.
These can be useful for searching and retrieval [15] but are less useful for exploring and browsing a large number of topics. Other methods such as the selforganising maps (SOMs) have also been used for this purpose. For example, the
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WEBSOM generates a ﬁxed size 2-dimensional map where the topic clusters can
be visualised and where the topology preservation properties ensure that similar
topics are located close to one another [8]. Other SOM variants include the growing hierarchical SOM (GH-SOM) [10] or tree growing cell structures (TreeGCS)
[7]. In the GH-SOM a set of 2-dimensional maps are grown dynamically until
a ﬁxed threshold is reached, then documents clustered to particular nodes are
further clustered in child maps. In the TreeGCS growing cells structures are used
to organise the documents. The deletion of nodes then allows the formation of
sub-structures, in which the clustered patterns are placed in a dendrogram.

2

Topological Tree Generation

The proposed Automated Topological Tree Organiser (ATTO) uses self-organising chains as building blocks and dynamic hierarchy as structure. The preliminary idea of a 1-dimensional, tree type growing SOM was ﬁrst explored by
the authors for document organisation in [4] and later enhanced using contextual indexing terms [3]. The process of the tree type SOM is to let each chain
grow until some terminating measure is reached. However this has to be decided
before the training. If the criterion is set too high then the chain becomes too
indiscriminative, or too low the chain becomes a ﬂat partition. The early method
uses the Euclidean distance, while the cosine correlation metric is arguably more
appropriate in a sparse document space [11]. An enhancement was made using
the correlation metric and the turning point in the average similarity to ﬁnd the
chain size [5]. Once a chain is trained each node is tested to determine if documents clustered to it should be further clustered in a child chain. This process
is similar to divisive clustering except that the number of clusters is not limited
or pre-deﬁned.
In the proposed ATTO, the size of each chain is independently determined
through a validation process using an entropy-based criterion. Once the size is
determined, documents clustered to a node are tested using a cluster tendency
method, to determine if they should form a leaf node or to be further expanded
into a child chain. The successive addition of child chains eﬀectively forms a
taxonomy of topics possessing topology at each level. In addition, methods are
used to deal with fast dot-product of sparse vectors, winner search method, and
weight update function. Furthermore adaptive node insertion for each chain is
performed using both interpolation and extrapolation. The nodes in the tree are
also given insightful representative labels using a method taking into account
of term frequencies and the node weights. Important relations between terms
in the same cluster are also extracted using association rule mining. A general
diagram showing the overall system and its features is shown in Fig. 1.
2.1

Document Parsing and Feature Selection

In the pre-processing stage the document ﬁles in the dataset are crawled, text
enclosed in the title tags are recorded and the html parsed into plain text. The
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Fig. 1. The overall Topological Tree generation

title and body text are then indexed using a sliding window of sizes p (e.g. p = 4,
up to 4 successive words are used for each term) over sentences, ignoring common
words in a stop-list. Since the number of terms can grow signiﬁcantly, the least
discriminative terms are discarded: those occurring in less than a few documents
and those occurring in more than a large percentage of the total documents. In
the vector space model [11] a document is stored as [f1 , f2 , ..., fN ], where fi is
the frequency of term i and N is the total number of unique terms. Since a
document vector is sparse, its term frequencies can be stored in a compressed
representation as a hash table for eﬃcient retrieval,
x = [{γ1 , ρ1 }, {γ2 , ρ2 }, ..., {γr , ρr }], γk ∈ {V |fγk = 0}, k = 1, 2, ...r

(1)

where x is a document vector stored as term γ and weighted frequency ρ pairs,
γk refers to the γk -th term in the vocabulary V , r is the total number of terms
in the document. Term weighting ρ and feature selection are detailed in [5].
2.2

Growing Chains

The ATTO uses a set of chains adaptively developed by a growing chains (GC)
algorithm. Each chain begins with two nodes and grows until the termination
process stops it. In the root chain the weights of the nodes are initialised to small
random values, while child chains are initialised through interpolating its parent
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nodes. There are two important steps in the GC training: the search for the best
matching unit and the update of the weights of the winner and its neighbourhood. At time t, an input document vector x(t) is mapped to a chain consisting
of n nodes, where each node j has a weight vector wj = [wj1 , wj2 , ..., wjN ]T of
N dimensions. The similarity metric can be calculated eﬃciently by exploiting
the sparseness of x(t),
Sdot (x(t), wj ) =

r(t)


ρk · wjγk , ∀{γk , ρk } ∈ x(t)

(2)

k=1

The best matching unit c(x) is the node with maximum Sdot amongst all nodes
n with respect to a document vector x(t),
c(x) = arg max {Sdot (x(t), wj )} , j = 1, 2, ..., n

(3)

j

The weights of the winner node and of its neighbourhood are updated using,
wj (t) + α(t)hj,c(x) (t)x(t)

wj (t + 1) = 
wj (t) + α(t)hj,c(x) (t)x(t)

(4)

where α is the learning rate. To monitor the activity of each node a counter
is used to record its winning times, which is set to zero at the creation of the
chain and reinitialised after a new node is added. A new node is inserted once
the training has converged, indicated by the stabilisation of a measure measure
termed average similarity (AvgSim),
AvgSim =

n
1 1 
(Sdot (x, wj )), mj = 0
n j=1 mj

(5)

∀x∈Cj

where mj is the number of documents clustered in a particular node Cj by
Eq. 3. Just before a new node is inserted an entropy-based validation measure
is recorded. This measure is chosen over a weight-based measure, since this is
already given by AvgSim and optimised by the GCs. To discourage the tree
from becoming a ﬂat partition, the validation measure penalises larger number
of clusters, as in the Schwarz’s Bayesian information criterion [12]. The validation
is also applied locally to a particular chain, taking into account its particular
reduced and specialised vocabulary.


n

1
1 
(6)
mj · −
p(ti |Cj ) log p(ti |Cj ) + n log m
Θ(n) =
m j=1
2
i
where p(ti |Cj ) is the probability that a term ti belongs to cluster Cj and m the
total number of documents.
Once the validation measure is recorded, the new node is inserted in the
proximity of the node with the largest activity, to its left or right, depending on
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which leads to a higher AvgSim. The new node’s weight is initialised through
interpolating or extrapolating the neighbouring nodes.
Once the map has reached a size of nmax the training is terminated and the
optimum chain size τ is determined using,
τ = arg min {Θ(n)} , n = 2, 3, .., nmax

(7)

n

2.3

Creating the Topological Tree

After the root chain has been trained and optimum number of nodes τ identiﬁed,
each node is tested to see whether documents clustered to it need a further
sub-level division. One heuristic approach is to allow a minimum number of
documents in each child chain. Another test then checks the number of terms in
the chain vocabulary. If the chain only contains few terms this indicates that the
parent node is suﬃciently specialised and the documents may already be very
similar. The ﬁnal test is to use a cluster tendency method called term density
test, which relates number of average frequency of terms to number of terms in
dictionary, to determine if it is worth while further clustering the set [2]. If any
of these tests fail then the parent node becomes a leaf node.
If a node spans a child chain, then all documents mapped to the node form
a new subset of documents with reduced vocabulary. The weights of these nodes
are initialised using the weights of the parent nodes to speed up the convergence.
2.4

Node Labelling and Descriptors

The browsing experience of the Topological Trees is enhanced through an automated selection of suitable labels for each node. They can be found by calculating
the dot-product tsi and frequency of occurrence fi of each term i for all documents in a cluster. Simultaneously ranking fi and tsi (as primary key) provided
understandable and high quality cluster labels.
Further details of a particular cluster can be displayed as well as the term
associations for its documents. These are found using techniques from association
rule mining, similar to those used in clustering frequent term sets [1]. When a
node is selected, a ranked list of unidirectional co-occurring relations between
two terms or more is displayed.

3

Experiments and Comparisons

The bisecting k-means method [14] was used as a basis for empirical comparison
with the ATTO. A moderate dataset of 1097 randomly selected documents from
the Addison Wesley website1 was chosen to allow human veriﬁcation of clustering results. To reduce excessive depth of the bisecting k-means dendrogram all
excessive connections without a divisive split were removed.
1

http://www.aw.com
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Fig. 2. ATTO Topological Tree (left) and bisecting k-means binary tree (right)

The left of Fig. 2 shows the Topological Tree generated by the ATTO. From
top to bottom the following themes can be observed: computer languages, computer development, computer algorithms, life sciences, economics and mathematics. The right of Fig. 2 shows the binary tree generated by the bisecting kmeans. The upper levels deals with mathematics/life sciences and lower section
with computer science. The two highlighted regions compare both approaches on
the topic of databases and it can be observed that the Topological Tree spreads
the topic further at a shallower stage than the bisecting k-means. The Topological Tree is clearly less complex, so avoiding deeper divisions aiding visualisation,
exploration and understanding. The topology also ensures that similar topics
can easily be found in neighbouring nodes. This further allows quick retrieval of
documents given a query by allowing expansion of the retrieved documents or
search for related topics.

4

Discussions and Conclusions

We have presented a self-organising method for generating a Topological Tree,
where the size of each level is determined through validation. Compared to the
existing SOM-based methods the proposed Topological Tree is adaptive, dynamically validated and is natural for visualisation and exploring as in many ﬁle
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managers. The topology provides a unique feature that can be used for ﬁnding related topics during browsing and extending the search space, a clear distinctive
advantage over other clustering algorithms. The topology is obtained without
any further processing like reordering the leaf nodes [9] or making use of more
advanced representations like graph structures. Topological trees can be deﬁned
as a hybrid graph-tree, where the hierarchical relations are represented between
clusters.
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